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HERITAGE A blast from our past InfoComm vs 16 years ago, Digital Projection Inc. attended our sixth InfoComm read
more Â· Tech Tip: Do You.

We have entered into a valued partnership with Gary Moore and his team, and look forward to supporting
them as they continue their digital expedition. Premiere will be installing many of the systems in their unique
non-mezzanine theatres. Access Integrated Technologies, Inc. For commercial design applications, a system
equipped with the HFR provides a comfortable setting where teams can collaborate for extended periods to
optimize designs, unlock insights, speed products to market, and inform decision makers. The video
processing then automatically extracts the appropriate segment of the input signal to be displayed by each
projector in the array, and enables blending for the appropriate edges. Superbly capable edge blending and
multi-projector tiling is provided by way of high bit depth processing that ensures a seamless, contiguous
image can be created from multiple projectors. With the addition of a second unit, the number of unique VR
viewers increases to 6. The deployment includes the complete Barco family of projectors on the. Barco digital
projection exclusive choice for Premiere Cinema Corp. For further information, please visit www.
Applications with Hz native sources can utilize the High Bandwidth Input, eliminating the need for frame
doubling. Incredibly compact for its lumen performance, the TITAN platform incorporates DPI's advanced
image Warp and Blend capabilities, available 3D capability and a host of professional features to suit almost
any commercial or staging application imaginable. This produces the low flicker image characteristics of a
native Hz source without the infrastructure costs associated with distributing and switching ultra-high
bandwidth signals. To create stereoscopic 3D images, a projector must present separate images for right eye
and left eye perspectives in a rapidly alternating sequence. Post navigation. Its ground-breaking technology
platform helps exhibitors, distributors, studios and content providers transform the consumer movie
experience -- by expanding theatrical features to include not only movies but also live 2-D and 3-D
performances such as sporting events, concerts and gaming. Kortrijk, 12 December,  We are honored to be
collaborating with Mechdyne to bring comprehensive multi-viewer, perspective-accurate 3D systems to our
customers. The new TITAN series employ two watt high intensity discharge lamps to produce powerfully
bright imagery, making them suitable for a wide variety of demanding medium and large venue applications.
Our mission statement is simple: Do everything possible to make the movie-going experience fun and
enjoyable by taking care of every guest personally. The system allows users to become visually immersed in
the environment, providing great value for architects, vehicle designers, and complex data analysis. As a
cinema developer and operator, PREMIERE strives to combine thoughtful design elements and quality
environment schemes into comfortable and inviting atmospheres, and staff them with friendly and enthusiastic
cast and crew members who share your love of movies. When each user has their own accurate perspective in
a bright 4K-3D VR environment, it is possible to demonstrate new concepts with the precision necessary to
support critical decision making. For more information, visit www. Cinedigm's leading digital cinema
platform and one-of-a-kind satellite delivery operations support more than 3, theatres across the United States
with over nine million digital showings of Hollywood features to date. Black Level Uplift in all non-blend
areas guarantees uniformity across the screen, even when dark image content is displayed. This allows users to
view unique content while interacting with each other in a truly shared, collaborative manner. Thanks to a
personalized, pin-sharp view for each user, every viewer can follow the explanations of a tour guide from their
own unique perspective with every detail displayed from the correct point of view. About Barco Barco, a
global technology company, designs and develops visualization products for a variety of selected professional
markets. Utilizing DPI's new, advanced electronics, all TITAN models provide the user with the ability to
make extensive geometric warp correction via the adjustment of an interpolated grid array of up to 16 x 16
nodes. A remarkable range of lens shift allows for extensive installation flexibility, further augmented by a
suite of fixed and zoom lenses with throw ratios ranging from. Digital Projection International's
groundbreaking projection research and development has garnered the admiration of industry professionals
around the world. This technology provides endless possibilities for a wide variety of applications.
Additionally, end users can choose to utilize the TITAN 's onboard tiling function by assigning each projector
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a position within an image matrix. The Company also enables theatres to create exhibitions and advertising
opportunities targeted to specific audience groups and locations thereby offering new revenue opportunities
for these venues. Furthermore, up to eight warp maps can be generated, downloaded and stored within the
projector's electronics. It can be used for virtual rides in theme parks, virtual tours of ancient buildings, or
lifelike experiences with precious artifacts in a museum. As an innovator and early adopter of digital cinema
technology, Premiere CEO Gary Moore extolled the virtues of his cinema conversions with Barco. Barco
posted sales of euro million in  Digital Projection remains the first and only projector manufacturer to win the
coveted award.


